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At First Sight | Nicole Samuels

What do you do when you have one sheet of paper 
with two awesome sides?  try folding back a corner of 
it like i did in this layout and let both patterns shine!  

supply list :

copper mountain scrapbook Kit, silhouette cameo, 
foam tab circles, paper piercer, needle, floss

http://www.StudioCalico.com
http://www.studiocalico.com/galleries/106426-at-first-sight-main-kit-only
http://www.studiocalico.com/users/NicoleS
http://www.studiocalico.com/kits/copper-mountain/scrapbook
http://www.studiocalico.com/shop/die-cutting/silhouette-cameo-bundle
http://www.studiocalico.com/shop/-/foam-tab-circles?aff=NS0918
http://www.studiocalico.com/shop/-/brad-setter-and-piercing-tool?aff=NS0918
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step 1:  adhere a 6x11 photo to the top right corner of 
a scrap piece of paper or white cardstock (this paper 
won’t show in the final layout, so any paper will do).  
the photo should be flush with the top right corner.

step 2:  lay the grey patterned paper (“as seen on 
tV” by studio calico), grey side up, on top of the base 
paper and photo.  adhere just the bottom and left 
edge for now.  then, carefully fold back the grey paper 
to reveal the photo beneath and the striped “B” side.  
Don’t actually fold the paper.  just try to roll it back 
without creasing it.  you may have to play with it a bit 
to get the right amount of photo showing.  once you 
have it turned back at the right angle/position, you can 
lightly crease the folded edge.

step 3:  use adhesive foam to secure the flap to the 
page.

step 4:  Die cut the title out of grey cardstock.  set 
aside.

http://www.StudioCalico.com
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step 5:  cut a strip of paper from the yellow heart 
patterned paper and adhere along the bottom of the 
layout.  my strip is 2x12, but you may have to adapt 
that measurement according to the angle of your flap.

step 6:  cut several strips of words/phrases from the 
“listed” patterned paper by We r memory Keepers.   
look for sentiments that are appropriate for your 
layout.

step 7:  cut apart the sentiments you want from step 
6 and create a custom strip of words and phrases.  
adhere this strip along the yellow/grey seam as shown.

step 8:  use adhesive foam to adhere the title as 
shown.  use three different colors of puffy heart 
stickers above the title.

step 9:  use a paper needle, paper piercer and some 
white Dmc floss or thread to do some hand stitching 
as shown.  poke your holes first and then sew with the 
needle and thread.

step 10:  add journaling to one of the navy edged 
labels and adhere to the layout as shown.  add a red 
puffy heart sticker as well.

http://www.StudioCalico.com

